Have you tried Kari Gran?
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I’m always on the lookout for high quality, natural, non toxic makeup and skincare.
One of my favorite things to do is sit at my computer and research various brands
and products to feature here on Hello Dollface.
A brand that popped up was Kari Gran. I was instantly intrigued! Read this, about
the founder:
“After I was diagnosed with an autoimmune disorder in my late twenties I started
taking a more informed look at what I was putting on my skin. I learned that, like a
giant sponge, anything you put directly on your skin is absorbed right into the blood
stream. It turned out that the beauty products I was using weren’t so pretty after all,
but instead, chemical concoctions—many of them hormone disruptors.
My endocrine system did not approve. Undaunted, I began searching for natural
alternatives. After finding an abundance of what I’ll call “earthy” products and
plastic packaging I was left yearning for something simple, elegant and subtly
scented—the little black dress of eco-skin care. Fast forward to my forties, when I

started thinking about developing my own, personal, back- to-basics approach to
elegant skin care by seeking out the fundamental ingredients our skin requires in
order to thrive.
I have developed a thorough understanding of our most basic skin needs, as well as
the elements that nourish a healthy complexion. Combining these elements with a
simple, daily ritual yielded fantastic results.”

I am totally on board with all of that! Here’s what I tried from this
fantastic brand:
Radiant Lip Whip & Brush- The sleek brush makes it so glamorous to apply this lovely
lip moisturizer. Your lips will be tinted a pale pink and they will be super soft. Made
with a blend of oils, this is my go-to product when I want to keep lips looking rosy
and natural. I love the feeling of this on my lips and you will too.
Essential Serum- I am always seeking out serums that will feed my face and brighten
skin. A small amount is all you need for the face- I also like to apply to my neck and
hands too. The smell of this is divine, its earthy and herbal but fresh too. The Essential
Serum is made up of numerous oils like camellia seed, rosehip seed, jasmine, sweet
almond just to name a handful.
I like how this serum can take the place of a moisturizer or primer and either prep
skin for makeup or simply be applied to nourish the skin alone. Its light and nongreasy, good for all skin types but I think dry skin will really benefit from using this!
WOW, the Peony Mineral Blush is just SO PRETTY! The flattering shade of pink is
gorgeous just sitting in its container!
Here’s what you need to know about it: Free of talc, fragrance, dyes, bismuth
oxychloride, parabens, nano particles which makes it truly non toxic.
This very pigmented color is long lasting and I’m wondering about adding a little
color to some of my clear lip gloss to give it a little punch of pink!
I love what I tried and recommend that you give Kari Gran products a whirl! You
can check out more by going here.

